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Conclusions
We demonstrate the recovery of planar orienta-
tion from a single real aperture image of a tex-
tured surface.  The method has higher accuracy 
than shape from texture methods on compa-
rable imagery (i.e. f/22 aperture).
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Motivation
It has been shown that humans can estimate planar 
orientation from blur cues in a single presentation 
[1].  To date, no comparable method exists in com-
puter vision.  We estimate planar orientation from 
optical blur in a single image.

Quantities Estimated
  slant θs - angle between optical axis and 
                 plane’s surface normal
  tilt θt - orientation of the 2D projection of the 
             plane’s surface normal on the sensor

Key Observations
1. Equi-depth lines on the scene plane project to 
equi-focal lines in the image, and are orthogonal to 
the tilt direction.
2. Change in blur radius is constant from row to row 
due to perspective projection.

Assumptions
1. Planar scene region with a homogeneous texture.  
2. Scene patch lies entirely behind plane of focus.

Results on Natural Images
 We estimate the orientation of planar regions in 
natural imagery.  User selects a planar region 
(red dashed rectangle) and estimated surface 
normal is plotted, along with a projection of a 
circle on the plane’s surface.
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Method Overview
Tilt Estimation - High-pass filter image: I’ = I - I * G
 for each θt 
    rotate image patch by θt
    compute std(I’) in each row
    fit slope(θt) across rows
 fit cosine model to slopes
 estimate θt where columns are equifocal (i.e. slope = 0).
Slant Estimation - Begin with an image with reference tilt 
θt = 3�/2.  For several candidate slant angles, perform out 
of plane rotation and measure blur gradient.  Estimated 
slant θs is the angle that produces equifocal rows and col-
umns.

Test Image Set
1404 full-frame images of Brodatz textures in ground truth 
orientations.  

Results on Test Image Set
We measure the error in tilt and slant.  Overall, the aver-
age errors are 2.8o in tilt and 5.4o in slant.

noise leather pigskin sand bubbles bark weave raffia grassgrass

tilt error 2.7 3.2 3.7 2.8 1.5 3.8 2.7 2.7 3.6 

slant error 6.2 6.8 7.5 3.9 4.0 4.2 4.5 5.0 6.8 

F=22 16 11 8 5.6 4 
tilt error 1.3 2.0 3.2 3.7 4.0 9.8 

slant error 6.7 5.6 5.3 4.2 4.4 6.2 

Average Error by Texture
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